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Forward

Over the hills and far away, between rainbows and shimmering clouds, through 
the gentle pathways of bunnies and snowmen, where all your dreams are more real 
than your own happinesses, you will find someone that hates everything you do to 
them.  And in that unpleasant interaction you will find your greatest joy...

Welcome to the oneiric tome entitled The Unofficial Charlie the Unicorn 
Paper & Dice Role-Playing Game (TUCtUP&DRPG).  Herein you will find 
all the necessary tools granted by epic sorcerers to the lower man's 
common quest of imaginary play.  In these unofficial words you will be 
educated on how to run the most sophisticated campaigns with cutting 
edge monsterization and the latest philosophical jargon inspired by 
apostles of the GNS church.  With this core rule-book you will be motivated 
to graduate from the mundane, ascending to a higher sphere of financial 
flow, by purchasing supplemental guides with immaculate chronicles that 
detail even the most useless of flora and fauna within the Gamescape of 
Charlie the Unicorn, including alternative task-resolution mechanics origi-
nally posted in a forum somewhere.

Special Notes:  What you hold in your hands is not the final release of this work.  
This document is referred to as a "White Book," a form of un-finished product 
originally conceived by Jake Richmond in the early parts of the 21st century.  
(During his exploits abroad the artist discovered that certain cultures will pay 
pennies for a glimpse at the unrefined notes that eventually evolve to the status of 
"Regular Book," which can be sold through various marketing sources.)  As such it 
has been anticipated by the 
authors that the quality and 
spelling involved in this 
version are sub-par.  In an 
attempt to justify this, the 
authors would like to point 
out that you didn't think of 
it.  So just shut up.



Notes from the Author
and his minions

What is a Role-Playing Game?
"A Role-Playing Game is anything vaguely like D&D"  
     --Ben Lehman, circa 1987

In the act of Role-Playing for Charlie the Unicorn, players will 
pinpoint a singular person they like or dislike (called the 
"Charlie"), and then pursue the adventure of annoying that 
person with inane weirdness to the point of plausible self-
mutilation or denouncement of said relationship.  As is the 
case, it is best to choose a person that is one of the following:

* Extremely forgiving (Religious or Altruistic)
* Financially obligated to your safety (Spouse or Roomate)
* Legally prevented from enacting vengence (House Arrest or Immediate Manager)

Alternatives to engaging a person of a positive relationship are as follows:

* Someone you Hate
* Someone that Hates you
* All of the Above

Once you have selected the individual 
that you intend to engage, there are a 
series of rules designed to both guide 
and support your exploration of the 
Shared Imagined Space (SiS).  A vast 
majority of this work is dedicated to the 
discussion of these rules and their 
nuances, as well as the philosophy of 
their design.  In short, the purpose of 
these rules is to deduce if (1) there is a winner in the circumstances engineered by the 
Players, (2) who has had the most fun, and (3) which of you is best suited to represent 
the opinions of your sub-culture on web-based forums.



Setting and System
an Overview

"The act of imagination is a proverbial view of wisdom, the act of drama is a 
theoretical view of wisdom.  But the art of Role-Playing is the purest realm of 
self-exploration and truth."
     --Christian Griffen, circa 1604

The grand effort of collating this text is split into two basic foci.  The first 
is the discussion of System.  For purposes of this exorcize, System means 
"Anything (including formalized rules) used by the people playing 
TUCtUP&DRPG to communicate in a way that does not include their 
designated Charlie."  The second foci is that of the Setting, which is essen-
tially a gratuitous declaration of pre-conceived descriptions and examples 
that paint for you, the gentle reader, what it is like to be fully immersed in 
that magical land, the Realm of Charlie, who is the Unicorn.

While the rules engineered for TUCtUP&DRPG (pronounced "tuck-tup-
dwa-DUR-pag") are the first and foremost objective of this text, the final 
chapters (Setting) are essentially dedicated to an in-depth look at the cul-
ture and beastiology featured in the world of Charlie the Unicorn.  As is the 
most important part of the Setting, which is one fifth of the means by 
which any Role-Player can manipulate the SiS, anyone who seeks to fully 
comprehend the Color of the CtUverse may look online to our pending 
publications "CtUverse:  The Mythical Matter Compendium" and "CtUverse:  
CharlieMasters Guide"





Chapter
One

"I'm not going to be quoted in one of your dumb books.  Even if you give me fifty 
bucks.  ...On second thought, I will if you punch me in the face."
       --Ogre Whiteside, circa 2040

All Role-Playing games of the Paper&Dice genre require multiple basic 
artifacts in order to complete requests devised by the game designers.  A 
short list is now provided for you, the clever Reader, that you might 
obtain them for an additional fee from a local vendor, or by mugging just 
about anybody at a local "Gaming Convention" :

* Pants or lower-body clothing that has in its folds at least two pockets
* Approximately 5-76 small glass beads to serve as 'Counters'
* 2-88 people willing to play as "Unicorns"
* one designated "Charlie" - picked by majority vote among the "Uni-
corns"

In the event that 
you do not have 
pocketed-lower-
body garments, a 
belt with at least 
two attached (or 
detachable) pouches 
will suffice.  It is not 
specifically out-
lawed by the 
designers of this 
game that upper-
body pocketed 
clothing be used, 
however, any injuries incurred during the use of such pockets is not the 
fault of the publisher or any of its affiliated subsidiaries.

Required Arcane Materials



Chapter
One

Section 1.1 - Small Glass Bead [errata]
It is the opinions of at least a small majority among those designing 
TUCtUP&DRPG that small glass beads are the pinnacle of manual counting 
technology.  In olden days these beads were forged from animal waste or the 
chippings of wood, and then speared onto wire filaments, to make the first known 
computer, called an Abacus.  But significant leaps in technology make small 
beads available to the common man through just about any hobby store with a 
direct connection to Space, where the unformed glass is cast into their heliolipti-
cal shape.

If under pressure to perform a session of TUCtUP&DRPG and no glass beads are 
present or obtainable, the following list is a reasonable variant on the aforemen-
tioned substance:

Required Arcane Materials

* Beans
* Rice
* Marbles
* Legos

* Bullets (of handgun caliber)
* Pennies (but nothing larger in value.  
   Canadian currency is right out.  
   This means you, Joe.)
* Washers



Chapter
Two

"All journies begin with two things:  A hot fudge sundae and a kick in the 
pants."
 --Ithamar Conchie, circa 4

Every session of TUCtUP&DRPG begins with a triple-phase pre-play 
brainstorming session.  This "Before Play" portion of the game is intended 
to focus and coordinate the efforts of the players.  Examples will be 
offered in supplemental guides published at length.  The considerations 

all players must 
discuss before 
the game begins 
are the declara-
tion of three 
useful facets 
that may come 
up during the 
course of play.

Section 2.1 - The Declaration Phase: Locations
As reprised in the original fiction that this game is loosely based upon, 
there are certain locations within Unicornia 
that are often known to the Players and not to 
the Charlie.  In order to properly simulate this 
form of interactive imagination, the players 
must agree on a specific location that is real, 
and then declare such a place to have a name 
appropriate to Unicornia.

Before  Play

Example Names of
Unicornia Locations:

* Candy Mountain
* Banana Mecca
* Snow Lake
* Frosty Forest
* Sugar Fields
* Dallas



Chapter
Two

Before  Play

The purpose of declaring a location is to help coordination within the 
game.  By declaring "The House Next Door" or "The Park Downtown" as 
"King Duckling's House" or "Gumdrop Beach" the players can then intro-
duce a Location Quest (Chapter Four), which involves traveling from 
where the game begins to a new location, without having to 'break char-
acter' to discuss what location will serve as the final destination for such a 
journey. 

If no such locations are discussed in the Declaration Phase, players may 
be forced to improvise, resulting in their scattering to various locations.  
This could endanger the integrity of the fiction or the well-being of those 
involved.  In rare cases waiting to determine a location in-game can result 
in knife fights or the burning of prized objects.  These actions are frowned 
upon by most modern culture, and highly discouraged by the authors.  
By declaring a location beforehand, and labeling it with a Unicornia 
'codename,' the players can avoid these dangerous pitfalls.

Section 2.2 - The Declaration Phase: Objects

In order to fully embrace 
the nature of your charac-
ter in TUCtUP&DRPG 
props can be incorpo-
rated.  This is a key design 
element for an Object 
Quest (Chapter Four) 
which requires that you give a Unicornia name to any mundane object 
that is among the members of the group.  As this object may be passed 
among the other players, or even the Charlie, it is suggested that it not be 
something of significant personal or financial value.  It is further sug-
gested that the object be something ridiculous or embarrassing, for pur-
poses of annoying the Charlie.

Example Objects 
and their Unicornia Names
Pocketwatch - "The Amulet"
a CD - "The Crown of Persephone"
your favorite pen - "The Jade Princess"
a Thong - "The Bannana King's Hammock"



Chapter
Two

Section 2.3 - The Declaration Phase: Quit Word
More than once, during several playtests, various players of 
TUCtUP&DRPG came to certain impasses that required the halting of the 
game.  The ultimate failure of these circumstances was the unfortunate 
termination of play for all involved when only one or a few were required 
to quit.  As such, you might want to involve certain "Quit Words" to 
indicate if you are going to quit playing without cluing Charlie into the 
process.

You can declare as many Quit Words as you 
like, for as many functions as you see fit.  
However, it's always good to have at least one 
Quit Word to indicate "I'm leaving game play, 
but feel free to continue without me."  As 
always, it's best if this word is not "Quit" or 
"Ending" or "Done Now," as the point is to 
avoid tipping Charlie off to your exit.

Before  Play

Example Quit Words
and their meaning
Peanuts:  “I see the Peanut Carpet, it’s flying away!” = 
“I need to leave now, my ride is here”
Goose:  “The Goose is in my Hat!” = “I have a migrane, 
and must cease to play”
Pants:  “You are like Thunder in my Pants” = “You 
have offended me, and I must now leave game play to 
meditate on our relationship”





Chapter
Three

"That's the opposite of good."
--DRDonika, circa 2002

One of the most important parts of playing TUCtUP&DRPG is choosing a 
Charlie.  Your Charlie will be the person upon who's keen whit and utter 
misery your points are accrued and the game is won.  Since the whole of 
point-gain is based upon Insults, Suffering, and Breakdown (Chapter 
Five) you'll want to have a few qualities in mind when choosing a Char-
lie.

Section 3.1 - Picking Theatrical Charlies
It is widely held as a 
common practice to 
avoid picking a Char-
lie that is outgoing 
enough to simply 
enjoy and adapt to 
other people around 
them, being weird 
and annoying.  
While some would 
hold that any person 
can be a Charlie 
given the right situa-
tion and emotional 
state, it's a good idea 

to start with someone that is basically serious and intolerant of eccentric-
ity.  This would exclude "cooperative" individuals, such as Joe McDonald.

Choosing a Charlie



Chapter
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Section 3.2 - Picking Stoic Charlie
Another common pitfall in identifying a Charlie is choosing someone that 
will not react to your game play.  While someone may be 'serious' enough 
to be a perfect Charlie they might also respond to eccentricity by simply 
'walling off' what is going on around them.  By basically ignoring your 
game play this type of Charlie awards little to no points to the players.  
Some consider this to be a "Challenging Game" while others maintain it is 
simply too strict to be considered anything but Dysfunctional Roleplaying 
(see The Forge).

Section 3.3 - The Ideal Charlie
What is commonly con-
sidered the 'ideal Char-
lie' is a person who's 
calm demeanor is basi-
cally fun to pester.  Es-
pecially if they are 
talented at making bitter 
statements about the 
misery your presence 
brings upon them, even 
more so if such state-
ments are hilarious.  
Examples include Dave 
Foley's character from 
Newsradio, Jack Lem-

mon's character from The Odd Couple, or Kyon from The Melancholy of 
Haruhi Suzumiya.  Essentially, pick someone that's going to be funny when 
you bug them.

Choosing a Charlie



Chapter
Four

"I got into this business to fight in Dungeons.  Not scare children."
--Lukas Myhan, Psychic Badass
"I got into this business to scare children."
--Jason Kalivas, circa 1999

The object of TUCtUP&DRPG is to pick a person and pester them, until 
they say funny things.  In order to draw out this process, players are 
given a handful of possible Activities that lengthen any amount of interac-
tion between them and Charlie.  Each activity, having their own conse-
quences and objectives, allows the players to also avoid direct question-
ing of what they are doing by distracting Charlie with ambiguous details.

Section 4.1 - Activities (For Points)
"Location Quest"
A location quest makes use of the pre-determined Location established in 
The Declaration Phase, by all Characters save for the Charlie (Chapter 
Two).  The objective of a Location Quest is to get Charlie to leave his start-
ing location and move toward the established destination.  Partial 
rewards are given if Charlie begins his journey toward said Location.  
Major points are awarded if Charlie actually arrives at the Location.

"Object Quest"
An Object Quest is designed to illicit a direct course of action from the 
Charlie by forcing him to obtain or get rid of a certain Object.  This Object 
is almost always defined during the course of debate in The Declaration 
Phase.  While an Object Quest does not necessarily require the travel 
involved in a Location Quest, an Object Quest is almost always declared 
in tandem with said Location Quest.  It's often a situation where the Char-
lie must not only get rid of the Ring of Joy (Object Quest), but must do so 
at Mount Gloom (Location Quest).

Core Mechanics and Game Play



Chapter
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Section 4.1.2 - Activities (Not for Points)

“Scribble" -- "Scrib-
bling" is the process 
of revealing elements 
of Color about Uni-
cornia through ban-
tering dialog.  When 
you Scribble, you 
basically describe 
imagined details of 
the world around 
you, often designed 
to annoy the Charlie, though often used to simply confuse her as well.

"Dribble" -- "Dribbling" is a form of 
"mini-game" invented for 
TUCtUP&DRPG.  The process is quite 
simple:  Pick a simple, repeatable action 
(such as one of you saying "Marco" and 
the other replying "Polo").  Repeat this 
over and over again, with plenty of 
awkward silence between repetitions.  
Often enough this will galvanize your 
Charlie into saying something worth 
points.

Core Mechanics and Game Play
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"Get in the Car!"
--Andrew Henderson, Unicorn
"It's just a stool."
--C. Farmer, unfinished turkey
"Shut Up!  I know that!"
--Andrew Henderson, circa 1992

Whenever one of the following events occur 
in-game, the player who provokes such an even 
can move a bead from one pocket to the other.  Each bead you move rep-
resents the getting of a point.  For a person to receive a Personal Point, 
they must be the Unicorn that said the last statement before the Charlie 
responds.  It is important to note that your Charlie might react to a state-
ment you have said after another Unicorn has proffered a remark (often 
delayed by exasperation); in such unfortunate circumstances the point 
goes to the most recent speaker, and not to the Unicorn that has created 
the reaction.  This is an unfortunate aspect of being a Unicorn.  Life, in 
Unicornia, is difficult, and must be explored from a Simulationist point of 
view.

Individual Points
* INSULTS:  one point if Charlie insults you, two if he insults the whole of 
the group

Group Points
* SUFFERING:  one 
point each time she 
mentions how much 
your presence makes 
her miserable
* BREAKDOWN:  one 
point to everyone if the 
Charlie admits to or 
rationalizes your 
Activities

Point System

Examples of BREAKDOWN
"Yeah, okay.  I'm just going to step around the 
Lompalomps, then."
"You know what?  That's okay, I'm not going 
to get in a car with those, whats-it-called you 
just talked about."
"It's true!  I am the Banana King!"



Chapter
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Point System

Major Points:

* THEFT:  whenever a player in the 
group successfully takes something 
from Charlie without him noticing, 
this is considered THEFT.  Once 
noticed, if Charlie does not know 
who took his item, the player that did 
so receives three points.

* QUOTE:  any player that 
works in a Charlie the 
Unicorn Quote (from any of 
the three films, or subse-
quent advertising) gets 3 
points.  If the result of their 
quoting the films causes the 
Charlie to "Go Live" 
(recognize that they are 
playing TUCtUP&DRPG) 
then the player that last 
quoted Charlie the Unicorn 
looses half of his Points for 
tallying at the end of Game 
Play.



Chapter
Six

Game Enders

"You almost didn't quote me in this game, didn't you?"
-- Mac

There are two major means by which the Game can End appropriately, and 
one means by which the Game can end unfortunately.  There are many, 
many ways that the game can end unfortunately and inappropriately.  For 
pities sake we will not be discussing the latter.

The primary means by which a 
game of TUCtUP&DRPG comes 
to its final conclusion is through 
the completion of Quests.  While 
a game can end by Quit Words 
being thrown around, the authors 
of this game consider such an 
ending unfortunate and therefore 
not worthy of detail.  Only upon 

the completion of a Quest can the game come full circle, and the character-
ization of your Unicorn have any consequential meaning.  It is a good thing 
to remember, however, that a Quest can be introduced at any given point in 
the course of play.  So, if a game must come to a sweeping finish before the 
intended time is filled, Unicorns can simply pull out a small something or 
other, declare it an impromptu Object, and force Charlie to do something 
with it, to complete an Object Quest.

Often, during playtests of this White Book, the games would dissolve into 
an "unfortunate and inappropriate" end.  For these reasons it is the wish of 
all the authors that anyone playing TUCtUP&DRPG be wary of the laws 
and statutes in place by their local and federal governments.  Also, try and 
remember that "What goes around comes around," and no one is exempt 
from retribution by fire.



Chapter
Six

Game Enders

Section 6.1:  The End of the Road - Resolving Location Quests
Whenever Charlie actually arrives at the Location 
designated by the Unicorns in play, the game has 
ended.  At this point the players may choose to reveal 
to their Charlie what they have been doing.  They 
may also decide to ditch Charlie wherever they've 
taken him.

* A special not on Location Quests:  Any time a Loca-
tion Quest reaches it's destination, the rules are 
designed to allow all players an equal chance at 
THEFT.  This means that anyone who steals from the 

Charlie can do so without having to earn their points by avoiding being 
caught.  In short, once you've reached the Location of a Location Quest, 
you can take from the Charlie at will, and each person that steals an object 
receives three points.  If the Charlie can reclaim his property through vio-
lence or threats, you loose three points for the attempt.
 
Section 6.2:  The End of All Things - Resolving Object Quests
At the beginning of any Object Quest, the Charlie must be clear on whether 
or not he is OBTAINING or RIDDING HIMSELF of said Object.  If, during 
the course of play, Charlie manages to complete this task, then the game is 
over and whoever has the most points wins.  At this point Unicorns have 
the right to reveal to their Charlie what they have been doing.  They could 
also just ditch him here, too.

Section 6.3:  The Big Reveal - Getting Called on Your Bullshit
The only 'unfortunate' ending to a game of TUCtUP&DRPG is when the 
Charlie realizes he is the Charlie (this is called "going live"), and calls all the 
Unicorns on it.  If this occurs, the Charlie is the winner of the game, and all 
Unicorns are forced to give him their beads, apologize, and roll up new 
characters.



Chapter
Seven

Basic Geography of Unicornia

"In Soviet Russia, Andy Calls YOU!"
--Tom Church

(upcoming in future releases)





Chapter
Eight

Beastiary

"My mother taught me to respect all living things up to the point you 
have to beat them sensless with mallets."
--Aaction Aaron, circa 1492

(upcoming in future releases)





Chapter
Nine

Herbal and Tonic Random Roll Charts

"Like unto my blade, only fate is cut by random chance, and therein lies 
the truth of good fortune."
--Hans Christian Anderson III, no relation

(upcoming in future releases)





Final
Chapter

Afterward
"I can't have any popcorn...I'm allergic to, uh...Butter."
--Andrew Henderson, circa 1987
"We can all tell by looking at you that you're not allergic to butter.  
Unless your allergic reaction is to gain weight."
--Ben Burlingame, circa 1988

It is the interest of all those involved in the creation of this feature length 
booklet that each and every reader be laughing at the top of his lungs 
during any and all jokes forced into their brain during the course of 
ingesting the prose.  As is the typical means by which we make ourselves 
feel better and plead for further attention, a list of thanks will now be 
given:

FilmCow.com
CEGames
Ogre&Mickey
Joe&Jackson
Ben Lehman & Jake Richmond
CHGriffen & Lisa Griffen
Justin & Amy Baeder
T&A
Ebauchon
Ben Burlingame
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